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The Flatmates – Quiz – Phrasal verbs – out 
 
You can try the quiz online at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode16/quiz.shtml 
 
 
For each of the six questions choose the one correct answer. 
 
1. It was a mistake to …. to him. He told everyone my secrets! 
a. run my heart out  
b. point my heart out  
c. pour my heart out  
d. figure my heart out 

 
2. She's so happy. She's just … and she's top of the class!  
a.  run out of her exam results 
b.  found out her exam results  
c.  her exam results found out 
d.  fallen out with her exams results  
 
3. When I make a mistake, my mum always...  
a. out points it.  
b. pointed it out 
c out it points  
d points it out  
 
4. We had a huge fight at the weekend and … We're still not speaking to each other. 
a. ran out 
b. went out 
c. figured it out 
d. poured it out 
 
5. We don't have any bread and we've … milk too. Will you go and buy some please? 
a. run out of  
b. run of out 
c. out of run 
d. of run out  
 
6. Those Sudoku puzzles drive me crazy! I find them really difficult to …  
a. pour out  
b. point out  
c. figure out 
d. go out 
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The Flatmates – Quiz – Phrasal verbs – out 
 
Answers 
1.  It was a mistake to …. to him. He told everyone my secrets! 
a.  run my heart out - Wrong - we use 'run' with 'out' when we have used all of 
something 
b.  point my heart out - Wrong - we use 'point' with 'out' to make someone notice 
something 
c.  pour my heart out – Correct - this means to tell somebody how we really feel 
d.  figure my heart out - Wrong - 'figuring something out' is not correct here 
 
2. She's so happy. She's just … and she's top of the class!  
a.  run out of her exam results - Wrong - we use 'run' with 'out' when we have used all 
of something 
b.  found out her exam results – Correct - 'finding out' means to learn a piece of 
information by asking or reading 
c.  her exam results found out - Wrong - look again at the order of the words 
d.  fallen out with her exams results - Wrong - we fall out with people, not things 
 
3. When I make a mistake, my mum always...  
a. out points it - Wrong - look again at the order of the words  
b. pointed it out - Wrong - what tense do we use when we talk about things which 
always happen? 
c out it points - Wrong - look again at the order of the words 
d points it out – Correct - this means to make someone notice something 
 
4. We had a huge fight last year and … We're still not speaking to each other. 
a. fall out. - Wrong - look again at the tenses in this sentence 
b. fell out. – Correct - in British English this means to stop being friends 
c. pointed it out. - Wrong - 'pointing something out' means to make someone notice 
something 
d. poured it out. - Wrong - it is not clear what is 'pouring out' here 
 
5. We don't have any bread and we've … milk too. Will you go and buy some please? 
a. run out of– Correct - this means to use all of something 
b. run of out - Wrong - look again at the order of the words 
c. out of run - Wrong - look again at the order of the words 
d. of run out - Wrong - look again at the order of the words 
 
6. Have you got a calculator? I'm finding this sum difficult to…  
a. pour out - Wrong - we use 'pour out' to describe expressing our feelings 
b. point out - Wrong - 'point out' means to make someone notice something 
c. figure out -  Correct - this means to calculate, or to understand something 
after thinking about it 
d. go out - Wrong - 'go out' means to leave a building, or to date someone 
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Would you like to look at the language point that this quiz was based on?  Go to: 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode16/languagepoint.shtml 
 
 
Or you can download the language point from: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode16/languagepoint.pdf 
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